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Abstract. Printing applications using classical halftoning need to
resample the original image to a screen lattice. This resampling can
cause undesirable moiré artifacts in the screened image. Some
printing techniques, e.g., gravure printing, are highly susceptible to
moiré, not only because of the low resolution screen lattices they
employ but also because the degree of freedom in constructing half-
tone dots is limited by the physical constraints of the engraving
mechanism. Current resampling methods compute new samples by
simple interpolation techniques that cannot prevent sampling moiré
very well. Therefore precautions against moiré have to be made in
the prepress phase, which is not practical and sometimes not fea-
sible. A novel technique is presented to adaptively resample an im-
age on the screen lattice using a local estimate of the risk of alias-
ing. The purpose is to suppress moiré while maintaining the
sharpness of the image. Experimental results demonstrate the fea-
sibility of the proposed approach. © 2000 SPIE and IS&T.
[S1017-9909(00)01904-8]

1 Introduction

Moiré patterns arise from the interaction between two sim
lar periodic patterns.1–5 In some applications they can b
used positively for the creation of special effects or
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measuring small displacements. However, in the print
industry they are usually~very! undesirable because the
are visually very disturbing.

The majority of today’s printing techniques, includin
gravure printing, are binary processes: they produce bile
images.6 Halftoning techniques are required to create t
illusion of continuous-tone images. These techniques r
on the human visual system that integrates small bile
features to achieve an illusion of the original conton
There are essentially two classes of halftoning techniqu
Most recently, frequency modulation is based on a stoch
tic distribution of small similar dots. Classical halftoning o
amplitude modulation, on the other hand, places dots
varying sizes on a regular screen lattice. In particular, g
vure printing is an example of classical halftoning wi
pure amplitude modulation. Each halftone dot correspo
with a little notch in the printing plate, engraved with
computer-driven diamond. The depth of such a notch
termines the size of the corresponding halftone dot. T
low resolution of the screen lattice renders gravure print
very susceptible to moire´ formation: interaction of the pe
riodic screen lattice with the contents of the original ima
may lead to sampling moire´ caused by aliasing in the re
sampling process.5 The regular dot shape due to pure am
plitude modulation makes this moire´ formation almost ex-
clusively dependent on the resampling stage. In addit
high printing plate preparation costs~which make gravure
printing only suitable for large volumes! make it essential
to prevent moire´ to avoid wasting printing plates.
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Current resampling techniques use simple interpola
techniques like bilinear interpolation, which cannot preve
sampling moire´ when the original image contains high fre
quency components.7–10 Of course, moire´ patterns can be
prevented by smoothing the original image since they
caused by aliasing. As is well known, smoothing cor
sponds to low-pass filtering in the frequency domain.11 In
the case of gravure printing, suppressing moire´ requires a
degree of smoothing that unacceptably blurs the ima
One tactic to avoid moire´ would be to selective blur the
image in the high frequency regions. This selective blurr
needs to be supervised at least in part by a human be
resampling~i.e., in the prepress phase!. Such an approach i
time consuming, expensive and risky given the high cos
gravure printing plate production. Additionally, the r
quired blurring depends on the gravure printing settin
which are not always known in the prepress stage.

Several researchers have proposed halftoning te
niques, that attempt to deal with the problem of sampl
moiré. For instance, Roetling12 proposes a halftoning
method with moire´ suppression. In this method, the avera
gray value of each halftone cell is kept identical to t
average value of the corresponding part of the original
age. In the case of gravure printing, where only the size
not the shape of a halftone dot can be changed, suc
approach is similar to a slight smoothing, which neith
suppresses moire´ nor preserves edges very well. Defe´e13

switches between a smoothing and a median filter to re
mple an image from an orthogonal lattice to another
thogonal lattice with halved resolutions. The switchi
scheme, based on heuristics, and the type of median
are dependent on the specific source and target lat
which constitutes a major drawback.

We present a novel technique to adaptively resample
image to an arbitrary target lattice. This technique loca
combines two suitable linear resampling filters: the wei
factors in this local linear combination are dependent on
estimate of the risk of aliasing. This estimate is based
general frequency analysis of the Nyquist areas of the
volved lattices. The weight factor changes gradually
avoid abrupt transitions between one resampling filter
the other.

The paper is organized as follows. First some essen
theory about lattices and resampling is introduced in Sec
Section 3 then describes the new technique for the
estimation and applies this technique to a novel resamp
scheme. Experimental results using this new scheme
presented in Sec. 4. Because this paper is not printed u
gravure printing, the resampled images are halftoned u
a specially developed method that simulates gravure p
ing halftoning on common desktop printers. Figure 1 sho
an example of this simulated gravure printing halftoni
technique. The enlarged part clearly shows how grav
cells are constituted.

2 Resampling

In the case of classical halftoning, the image is resamp
from its source lattice to a target lattice, namely the scr
lattice. During this process, moire´ patterns can arise. To
study this phenomenon, we now introduce lattice the
oaded From: http://electronicimaging.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 02/16/2014 T
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and sampling theory. We use lower case bold letters
~two-dimensional! vectors while uppercase bold letters r
fer to matrices.

2.1 Lattices and Sampling

A two-dimensional lattice can be characterized by two~lin-
early independent! vectorsr1 and r2 . Each lattice site is
represented by the vector

rm,n5mr11nr2 , where m,nPZ

5~r1ur2!S m
n D

5Rm, where mPZ2. ~1!

Thus the lattice is described by the matrixR; it can also be
described by the so-called Voronoi cell of the latticeR,
which is defined as the set of all points that are closer to
origin (0 0)T than to any other site of the lattice. Th
Voronoi cell is often represented by its indicator functio
xR(x)

xR~x!5H 1, xPVoronoi cell,

1/k, x on edge Voronoi cell,

0, x¹Voronoi cell,

~2!

where k equals the number of lattice sites to whichx is
equidistant. Note that the Voronoi cell, when periodica
copied onto all the lattice sites, covers the complete pla

(
m

`

xR~x2Rm!51, ;xPR2. ~3!

It is said that the Voronoi cell tiles the plane. The reciproc
lattice is defined as the lattice with matrixF5(R21)T; its
importance will become clear soon.

Fig. 1 Example of simulated gravure printing halftone.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / October 2000 / Vol. 9(4) / 535
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Consider an imagei (x)5 i (x1 ,x2) in the domainR2.
The spectrumI (f) of i (x) is its two-dimensional Fourie
transform

I ~ f!5F$ i ~x!%~ f!5 È i ~x!e2 j 2pf"xdx. ~4!

Sampling the imagei (x) on a latticeR is equivalent to
‘‘taking out’’ the values ofi (x) for x on the sampling lat-
tice. However, it is convenient to introducei S(x), a func-
tion which is still defined for allx and not only forxPR.
The so-called ‘‘sampled image’’i S(x) is then nonzero only
on the lattice sites. This ‘‘point source’’ representation
mathematically modeled using Dirac impulsesd(x)

i S~x!5 i ~x!(
m

`

d~x2Rm!. ~5!

Note that although the point sourcesd(x2Rm) are infinite,
the integrated value over the areaG associated with the
Voronoi cell around the lattice site atRm is still the origi-
nal image valuei (Rm)

E
G

i S~y!dy5 i ~Rm!. ~6!

The advantage of using the sampled imagei S(x) is that it
allows us to relate the spectrum of the sampled imageI S(f)
to the original spectrumI (f). In particular, due to the sam
pling, the spectrumI (f) is replicated in the frequency do
main according to6,14

I S~ f!5
1

udet~R!u (n

`

I ~ f2Fn!, ~7!

where F is the reciprocal matrix ofR. If the ‘‘replicas’’
I (f2Fm) in Eq. ~7! overlap, aliasing occurs and high fre
quency patterns are mapped onto low frequency regio
Overlap does not occur whenI (f) is nonzero only for the
Voronoi cell of F. The Voronoi cell of the reciprocal sam
pling lattice is also called the Nyquist area.

2.2 Gravure Printing Lattices

The halftoning process involved in gravure printing can
conceptually split into two stages. First the image is
sampled from the original lattice to the screen lattice. S
ond each sample is used to engrave the correspon
notch in the printing plate. Figure 2 shows the result af
each of these two stages.

The lattice of the original digital image is orthogonal: i
matrix R and reciprocal matrixF are

R5S r 0

0 r D , F5S 1/r 0

0 1/r D , ~8!
536 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / October 2000 / Vol. 9(4)
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where 1/r is the horizontal and vertical resolution of th
image. On the other hand, the screen lattice is not rec
gular but semiregular hexagonal, i.e., its lattice matrixV
and reciprocal matrixW are

V5S 0 b

a a/2D , W5S 21/~2b! 1/b

1/a 0 D . ~9!

For the type of gravure printing we consider, the values
a andb are 0.2 and 0.12 mm. Consequently the numeri
values of the reciprocal matrices of the original lattice a
the screen lattice are

F5S 300 0

0 300D dpi, ~10!

W5S 2105.8 211.6

127 0 D dpi. ~11!

Figure 3 shows the Voronoi cells of these lattices and
corresponding reciprocal lattices, the corresponding ind
tor functions are:

• xR(x): spatial Voronoi cell of the source lattice,

• xF(f): reciprocal Voronoi cell of the source lattice,

• xV(x): spatial Voronoi cell of the target lattice,

• xW(f): reciprocal Voronoi cell of the target lattice.

2.3 Linear Resampling

Resampling computes new samples on a target lattice f
the original samples on the source lattice. Conceptually
can be viewed as a two-step process. First a continu
image is reconstructed by interpolating the samples of
original image. In the particular case of linear resamplin

Fig. 2 Gravure printing halftoning split into two stages.

Fig. 3 The Voronoi cells in the spatial and the spectral domain in
the case of gravure printing halftoning.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Fig. 4 A 737 support is obtained when applying the principle of ‘‘surface projection’’ to the cubic
B-spline interpolation function for our gravure printing settings.
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the continuous image is calculated by convolving t
sampled imagei S(x) with the interpolation functiong(x)

~ i S^ g!~x!5(
m

`

i S~Rm!g~x2Rm!. ~12!

Next the reconstructed image is sampled on the sites o
new latticeV, which results in a resampled image, nonze
only at the target lattice sites

hS~x!5~ i S^ g!~x!(
k

`

d~x2Vk !. ~13!

Two frequently used and well known interpolatio
methods are nearest neighbor interpolation~pixel skipping
and sample-and-hold! and bilinear interpolation.7,8 The first
one simply assigns the value of the nearest original sam
to a target sample. This corresponds to the special ch
g(x)5xR(x) in Eq. ~12!. The second interpolation tech
nique uses the distances to the neighboring original lat
sites as linear weighting factors of the original samples.
an orthogonal lattice this corresponds to the interpolat
function g(x)5(xR^ xR)(x) in Eq. ~12!. The results in
Sec. 4 show these resampling techniques are not adeq
clearly visible moire´ patterns arise in high frequency re
gions of an image.

Fortunately interpolation can prevent moire´ due to re-
sampling to some degree when the interpolation funct
has a low-pass spectrum. The reconstruction of Eq.~12!
can be viewed as a filter operation by the interpolat
function: according to the convolution theorem the Four
transform F$ i S^ g%(f) of the left-hand side of Eq.~12!
equals the Fourier transform of the sampled imageI S(f)
times G(f). If the spectrumG(f) has sufficient low-pass
characteristics, high frequency patterns are suppresse
the reconstructed image and moire´ formation is prevented
‘‘Surface projection’’ is a class of interpolation function
that incorporates low-pass filtering fitted to the target l
tice. Consider a particular interpolation functionĝ(x)
which is used to reconstruct a continuous image from
sampled image as is done in Eq.~12!. Instead of sampling
lectronicimaging.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 02/16/2014 T
e

e
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this reconstructed image, an additional conceptual ste
incorporated: the reconstruction is averaged over the ta
lattice’s Voronoi cell around the target sample in order
obtain extra low-pass characteristics adapted to the ta
lattice. Mathematically the values of the target samples
then be written as

hS~Vk !5c È ~ i S^ ĝ!~x!xV~Vk2x!dx, ~14!

wherec51/udet(V)u is a normalization term, which equal
the inverse of the surface areaudet(V)u of the Voronoi cell.
Equation~14! can be written in the form of Eq.~13! by
definingg(x)5(ĝ^ xV)(x).

The best results for moire´ suppression for our choice o
screen lattice are obtained by using the cubicB-spline in-
terpolation function8,9,15 together with the principle of
‘‘surface projection.’’ Figure 4 shows in the upper part ho
the cubic B-spline interpolation function is placed upo
every sample of the source lattice. The extra averaging
ing the target lattice’s Voronoi cell~lower part of Fig. 4!
further extends the support. The values ofvx andvy can be
calculated using geometry

vx5
4b21a2

8b
, vy5

a

2
. ~15!

In total 737 original samples contribute to a target samp
for our particular lattice settings. The results in Sec. 4 w
show moiréis well suppressed but the global smoothi
unacceptably degrades image quality.

3 Nonlinear Resampling

Choosing the optimal linear filter involves trading off an
aliasing against blurring. Currently, bilinear interpolation
the most widely used technique in gravure printing. W
present a novel resampling scheme that performs selec
smoothing automatically. Our resampling scheme estima
the risk of aliasing and uses this estimate to adapt the
Journal of Electronic Imaging / October 2000 / Vol. 9(4) / 537
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gree of smoothing. We will first explain how the risk
estimated in a generic way and then how it can be app
to obtain better resampling quality.

3.1 Estimation of the Risk of Aliasing

This section introduces our technique to estimate the
that aliasing will occur in the vicinity of a given pixel whe
the original image is resampled on the target lattice. T
risk is a numerical value in the interval@0,1# that should be
high in regions where moire´ patterns appear and low els
where. The technique is based on frequency analysis. S
we are in particular interested in local frequency charac
istics, we compute the local spectrum using a window
Fourier transform~short-time Fourier transform in the cas
of time signals!. In this technique, a window ofN3N pix-
els slides over the image and the discrete Fourier transf
~DFT! is computed on this window. Section 3.1.1 will fir
derive the risk of frequencies that can occur in such a w
dow. Next, Sec. 3.1.2 will apply these results to the wh
image.

3.1.1 Derivation of the risk matrix

A digital image is composed of different frequency comp
nents, each of which contributes differently to the risk
aliasing. We first compute the risk for a single frequen
component and we will deal with the general case af
wards.

Consider an imagei (x) consisting of a single sinusoida
component of frequencyf0 ; thus its spectrum equalsI (f)
5d(f2f0). When this image is windowed and sampled
the lattice sitesrm,n5Rm of anN3N window ~the window
indices are (m,n)PA5$0,1, . . . ,N21%3$0,1, . . . ,N
21%), one can write

i S~x!5 i ~x! (
mPA

d~x2Rm!wm5 i ~x!w~x!, ~16!

where the functionw(x) contains Dirac impulses with
weightswm and is thus the sampling and window functio
The window functionswm we consider are separable an
real valued:wm5wm1

wm2
. Table 1 shows the window

functions we examine later on.16

According to the convolution theorem, the spectrum
Eq. ~16! equals

I S~ f!5~ I ^ W!~ f! ~17!

Table 1 Several window functions wm .

Definition

Square wm51

Bartlett wm512U m2N/2

N/2 U
Welch wm512S m2N/2

N/2 D 2

Hann wm5
12cos~2pm/N!

2

538 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / October 2000 / Vol. 9(4)
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with

W~ f!5 È (
mPA

d~x2Rm!e2 j 2pf"xwmdx

5 (
mPA

e2 j 2pf"Rmwm

5 (
m150

N21

e2 j 2pm1f"r1wm1 (
m250

N21

e2 j 2pm2f"r2wm2
. ~18!

Note that when we replacef by f2Fk, we obtain the same
result due to (f2Fk)•r15f"r12k•(1 0)T and (f2Fk)•r2

5f"r22k•(0 1)T. As a consequence, it is clear thatW(f) is
periodic on the reciprocal latticeF of the original sampling
lattice R

W~ f!5W~ f2Fk!, ;kPZ2. ~19!

Figure 5 shows several window functions and their f
quency response according to Eq.~18!. The horizontal axis
in Fig. 5~b! corresponds to the frequency bin number. A
the window functions have oscillatory lobes. This results
‘‘frequency leakage’’ from one frequency bin to anothe
indeed, because of the convolution byW(f) in Eq. ~17!
different window functions lead to different frequency r
sponses, and thus to different leakage characteristics.

Fig. 5 (a) Different window functions wm and (b) their frequency
response uW(f )u.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Table 2 Risk matrix Y for N516 and Hann window.

dpi 0 18.75 ... 150

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.69 1.00 1.00

18.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.27 0.78 1.00 1.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.30 0.71 0.96 1.00 1.00

A 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.38 0.79 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00

0.02 0.12 0.46 0.84 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

0.29 0.56 0.89 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

0.85 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

150 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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eral figures of merit exist to numerically evaluate differe
windows.16 We will use a criterion that is better suited fo
our application in Sec. 3.1.2.

We define the risk of aliasing for a frequency compon
f0 when it is resampled to the target latticeV as the fraction
of the energy ofI S(f) outside the Nyquist area of the targ
lattice V ~or in other words outside the Voronoi cell of th
reciprocal target lattice!. SinceW(f) is periodic, computing
this proportion over the whole plane is the same as o
one period. Consequently, this risk can be written as

y~ f0!5
*xF

uW2~ f2f0!u~12xW~ f!!df

*xF
uW2~ f2f0!udf

. ~20!

In general, the original image contains more than o
frequency component and these components can be c
puted using a DFT.11,16 The DFT coefficients estimate th
spectrum at the frequencies

fk,l5
kf11 l f2

N
, ~21!

where the reciprocal lattice isF5(f1uf2). The correspond-
ing DFT coefficientsI k,l are

I k,l5I S~ fk,l !

5 È I ~ f!W~ fk,l2f!df

5 (
m50

N21

(
n50

N21

i ~rm,n!e2 j 2pmk/Nwme2 j 2pnl/Nwn . ~22!

The risksy(fk,l)5yk,l associated with each of the corr
sponding components can be computed using Eq.~20! and
then arranged in a matrixY. In gravure printing, the sym
metry of xF(f) andxW(f) ~see Fig. 3! around both axes o
the frequency domain reduces the calculation of the risk
one quadrant. The matrix

Y5~y l ,k!, k,l 50, . . . ,N/2 ~23!

is called the risk matrix. Notice that this matrix is devic
dependent but does not depend on the image. All we n
lectronicimaging.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 02/16/2014 T
r
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d

to know to calculate and store the risk matrix are the latt
arrangements, the value ofN, and the window function.
Table 2 showsY for the caseN516 and a Hann window.
The borders show the horizontal and vertical frequencie
which the risk coefficients correspond.

3.1.2 Using the risk matrix to estimate the risk of
aliasing

Now consider anN3N window which slides over the im-
age pixel by pixel. The total risk of aliasing associated w
any given pixel is computed as follows:

1. Compute the windowed DFT.

2. Calculate the periodogram by putting every DFT c
efficient I k,l to the square.

3. The risk of aliasing for the considered pixel is the
defined as the proportion of the weighted energy
efficients~by the risk matrixY! to the total energy

h5
((k,l)PAIk,l

2 yk�N,l�N

((k,l)PAIk,l
2 , ~24!

where the� operator unfolds the risk matrix again t
the four quadrants as follows:

k�N5Hk, 0<k<N/2

N2k, N/2,k<N21.
~25!

In Eq. ~24! A stands for the set of indice
$0,1, . . . ,N21%3$0,1, . . . ,N21% of the DFT coef-
ficients.

It is important to subtract the dc component from t
pixels in the input window. Since pixel values are given
a positive interval, dc components—representing the av
age window value—are relatively large compared to ot
frequency components and disrupt the proportion of E
~24!. Note that this must be done in advance of step 1, si
the window function~except the implicit square window!
spreads a large dc component over several neighboring
quency bins.

The risks of the different pixels of the image can
arranged in a so-called ‘‘risk image’’ which has the sam
dimensions as the original image. We will display such r
Journal of Electronic Imaging / October 2000 / Vol. 9(4) / 539
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Fig. 6 (a) ‘‘Edge’’ test image and (b) the risk values in the neighborhood of the edge.
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images as grayscale images with the convention that b
and white gray values correspond to unity and zero r
respectively.

Several parameters need to be fixed before the risk
ues of an image can be calculated. First of all, the value
N determines the window size. A larger value increa
computation time~since the window for which the DFT is
computed slides pixel by pixel! and decreases the spati
accuracy. On the other hand, it improves frequency res
tion. In our experiments, we fix the window size atN
516 based on experiments withN58,16,32. Further re-
search could give more information about the influence
N. For example, the tradeoff between window size a
computation time could be relaxed by a larger step of
window in the spatial domain.

A second even more important issue is the selection
the window function. The window functions are evaluat
based on two criteria: ‘‘edge response’’ and ‘‘zonepla
response.’’

The ‘‘edge response’’ criterion expresses that the r
should be high in regions of high frequency patterns,
not on edges since we do not want to smooth them like h
frequency patterns. Figure 6~a! shows a test image (25
3256) with a sharp vertical edge atx coordinate 128. Fig-
ure 6~b! shows a horizontal crosscut of the risk ima
around the edge position. It appears that most wind
functions, including the square window, have a maxim
risk of about hmax50.3 in the neighborhood of edge
These high risk values are found at a distance ofN/2 pixels
from the actual edge. In that situation, an edge inside
window does not appear as an edge anymore, but a
single impulse at the border of the window. The Hann w
dow is our best choice because it has the weakest resp
on edges, especially at the border. The maximum va
hmax stays below 0.06.

The ‘‘zoneplate response’’ criterion examines the r
images for the ‘‘zoneplate’’ and compares them to
‘‘ideal’’ response. Figure 7~a! shows the zoneplate, whic
is a synthetic test image with increasing frequencies in b
directions. The top left corner corresponds to the zero s
tial frequency, the right and bottom border correspond
the frequencies at the border of the Nyquist area. Since
elements of the risk matrix in Eq.~20! are computed using
ctronic Imaging / October 2000 / Vol. 9(4)
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the target lattice’s Nyquist area as a criterion, we shou
ideally expect the risk to be 1 outside the Nyquist area, a
0 inside the Nyquist area, as it is shown in Fig. 7~b!. Figure
8 shows the risk images using the different window fun
tions. The risk image using the square window clear
shows blocking artifacts. The Bartlett and Welch window
perform slightly better. The Hann window provides
smooth transition. Figure 9 shows the absolute differen
between the risk images and the ideal response of Fig. 7~b!.
The Nyquist area of the target lattice is best approached
the Hann window. Also, a numerical measure such as

Fig. 7 (a) ‘‘Zoneplate’’ test image, (b) the ‘‘ideal’’ zoneplate re-
sponse, and (c) the risk values in the horizontal crosscut on top of
the risk images.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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mean-squared error between the risk images and the i
response gives the best results for the Hann window. Fig
7~c! considers a horizontal crosscut at the top of the diff
ent risk images. These results clearly indicate the squ
window has large fluctuations where they are not expec

Fig. 8 Estimation of the risk of aliasing for ‘‘zoneplate’’ using differ-
ent window functions (a)–(d).

Fig. 9 Absolute difference between the risk images of Fig. 8 and the
‘‘ideal’’ response of Fig. 7 (b).
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The Bartlett window and the Welch window do not im
prove this result much, while the Hann window aga
shows satisfactory results.

Both the ‘‘edge response’’ and the ‘‘zoneplate r
sponse’’ criterion prefer the Hann window. A low respon
on and near edges will instruct the resampling scheme
Sec. 3.2 not to use a moire´ suppressing~smoothing! resa-
mpling filter, and will thus preserve edges. A good rese
blance of the zoneplate risk image to the ideal respo
ensures the risk behaves as our initial criterion~the Nyquist
area of the target lattice! imposed.

The current risk estimation scheme can not be applied
such to ‘‘natural’’ images. The proportion of Eq.~24! is not
robust when its denominator is low. If that occurs, the
timate of the risk becomes inaccurate and dependen
noise. In practice, it is sufficient to put the risk to zero wh
the denominator is below the threshold value of 0.1N2.
This value was determined experimentally and its va
does not have a strong influence. The results in Sec. 4
show how this adjustment modifies the risk images.

Our final scheme can now be summarized. AnN3N
windows slides pixel by pixel across the original imag
For each window, the windowed DFT coefficients are co
puted after the dc coefficient is removed from the inp
data. Next, the proportion between the weighted pe
odogram, using the risk matrix, and the total periodogr
energy is used as an estimate of the risk of aliasing for
central pixel of the window. If the denominator of the ris
is below a certain threshold value, the risk is zeroed.

3.2 A Novel Resampling Scheme

Our goal is to use the estimate of the risk of aliasing
obtain a better resampled image. For that purpose we v
the amount of low-pass filtering according to the estim
of the risk. Thus smoothing can be restricted to the ar
where it is needed. Specifically the new resampling sche
computes a weighted filter as a linear combination of
bilinear interpolation function@which is good as the edge
preserving~EP! filter and should be used in areas not su
ceptible to moire´# and the surface projected cubicB-spline
filter @which suppresses moire´ ~MS! but also blurs edges#

Fig. 10 Half amplitude (26 dB) contour in the frequency plane of
the combined interpolation filter for various values of the risk of
aliasing h.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / October 2000 / Vol. 9(4) / 541
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Fig. 11 (a) Original image ‘‘shirt’’ with (b)–(d) linear resampled versions, (e) risk image, and (f) result
after nonlinear resampling.
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Fig. 12 (a) Original image ‘‘zoneplate’’ with (b)–(d) linear resampled versions, (e) risk image, and (f)
result after nonlinear resampling.
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Fig. 13 (a) Original image ‘‘horloge’’ with (b)–(d) linear resampled versions, (e) risk image, and (f)
result after nonlinear resampling.
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Fig. 14 Estimation of the risk of aliasing: (a) uncleaned version, (b) low energy part, (c) cleaned
version.
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h~vm,n!5h~vm,n!hMS~vm,n!1~12h~vm,n!!hEP~vm,n!.
~26!

~The low resolution of the gravure printing screen latti
makes bilinear interpolation a good choice as the ed
preserving filter.! Note that the risk values were calculate
on the source latticeR instead of on the target latticeV, but
that in Eq.~26! values on the target lattice are needed;
practiceh(vm,n) is estimated ash(rm8,n8) whererm8,n8 is
nearest the lattice site ofR to vm,n .

The local frequency characteristics of the linear adapt
filter can be easily investigated using the linearity of t
Fourier transform:

F$a1gMS~x!1a2gEP~x!%5a1GMS~ f !1a2GEP~ f !. ~27!

Figure 10 shows the half amplitude~26 dB! contour in the
two-dimensional frequency plane for various values of
risk h. It is apparent forh50 that most frequencies area
most unattenuated by the bilinear interpolation filter. F
higher values ofh, the passband narrows because the fi
shifts towards the surface projected cubicB spline; as a
consequence, a typical low-pass filter is created.
/electronicimaging.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 02/16/2014 T
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4 Results

Figures 11~a!, 12~a!, and 13~a! show three test images an
several resampled versions~b!–~d! making use of linear
resampling techniques. The figures in~a! are the original
images, reproduced as well as possible by the printing p
cess used for this paper. The figures~b!–~d! are resampled
versions on the screen lattice of gravure printing and
thus reproduced by our simulation for gravure printing ha
toning. The first image ‘‘shirt’’~Fig. 11! is a natural ‘‘pho-
tographic’’ picture ~2563256 pixels!. The second image
‘‘zoneplate’’ ~Fig. 12! is a synthetic image~2563256 pix-
els!, and has already been introduced in Sec. 3.1.2. In p
ciple the original images should be free of aliasing. Ho
ever it is likely that the printing process used to reprodu
this paper will introduce some moire´ in Fig. 12~a!. The
third image ‘‘horloge’’~Fig. 13! is again a ‘‘photographic’’
example (2563256), showing some fabrics and fine te
details.

Obviously nearest neighbor and bilinear resampl
@Figs. 11–13 parts~b! and ~c!# are not adequate: clearl
visible moirépatterns arise in the high frequency regions
all three images. These artifacts are not exceptional for
Fig. 15 Estimation of the risk of aliasing: (a) uncleaned version, (b) low energy part, (c) cleaned
version.
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Fig. 16 (a) Additional test image ‘‘car’’ with (b)–(d) linear resampled versions, (e) risk image, and (f)
result after nonlinear resampling.
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kind of gravure printing. Fabrics in clothes, heavy textu
such as burlap material, and dot and line patterns fr
grills could easily give rise to moire´.

The results of Figs. 11~d!, 12~d!, and 13~d! show that a
linear resampling filter can also suppress moire´. The im-
ages were resampled using a cubicB-spline interpolation
function combined with the surface projection princip
Unfortunately, the extra low-pass filtering also significan
blurs the image. Such global smoothing is mostly unacce
able.

Figures 14 and 15 show the risk images for ‘‘natura
images. The risk images of Figs. 14~a! and 15~a! were ob-
tained by not checking the denominator of the risk again
threshold value. Almost the whole risk image is having
high risk value: most of the ‘‘background’’ is risky as wel
Figures 14~b! and 15~b! show only that part of the risk
image where the denominator ofh is below the threshold
value. The final corrected risk images are shown in F
14~c! and 15~c!.

Figures 11~f!, 12~f!, and 13~f! show the images re
sampled by the novel nonlinear approach based on the
images in Figs. 11~e!, 12~e!, and 13~e!. Comparing these
results with the resampled images using bilinear interpo
tion and cubicB spline must show we combined the best
both. For example, the face in ‘‘shirt’’ is clearly sharp
than when using only surface projection as in Fig. 11~d!,
l of Electronic Imaging / October 2000 / Vol. 9(4)
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although the moire´ patterns of Fig. 11~c! are suppressed a
well. The ‘‘zoneplate’’ also gives a good result thanks
the smoothness of the risk image in the neighborhood of
Nyquist criterion. Finally, the ‘‘horloge’’ also gives goo
results. The fine details such as the wristwatch and the
tual information are preserved well, while the moire´ pat-
terns of the striped clothes are suppressed. Figure 16 sh
an additional test image ‘‘car’’ with a grill containing hig
frequency components. Visual inspection shows the non
ear resampling scheme combines the sharpness of bili
interpolation~e.g., in the wheels and the headlights! with
the moirésuppressing properties of surfaced projected
bic B spline~in the grill!. Additionally, an objective quality
measure confirms these results by computing a nume
value for the degree of sharpness and aliasing in the h
toned results.17

5 Conclusion

Image resampling is needed for a variety of applications
image processing. This paper considered the case of
vure printing where the image is resampled on a scr
lattice which can introduce undesirable moire´ patterns. Pre-
cautions against such sampling moire´ have to be made in
the prepress phase, which is not practical and someti
also not feasible. Currently, simple resampling filters li
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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bilinear interpolation are employed but these are unsatis
tory because they do not adapt to the local image cont
when linear filters are sufficiently low pass to preve
moiré, they unacceptably blur the image. We presente
novel technique to adaptively resample an image from
source lattice to an arbitrary target lattice. The output
two suitable linear resampling filters, i.e., bilinear interp
lation and cubicB spline, are locally weighted according t
an estimate of the risk of aliasing. This new resampl
scheme aims at joint antialiasing and edge preserving c
bilities.

The proposed technique makes use of a windowed D
Several window functions were compared regarding t
criteria which are important for this application: the ‘‘edg
response’’ and the ‘‘zoneplate response.’’ The Hann w
dow showed the best properties of the considered windo
This technique can also be adapted for other resamp
problems~e.g., such as those used in desktop printers! or
multidimensional aliasing problems.
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